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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an endeavor aiming at construction of a
real-time event extraction system for border security-related
intelligence gathering from online news. First, the background and motivation behind the presented work is given.
Next, the paper describes the event extraction processing
chain, the specifics of the domain, i.e., illegal migration and
related cross-border crime, and event moderation and visualisation aspects of the system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing—Linguistic processing; I.2.6 [ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE]: Natural Language Processing—Text analysis

General Terms
Algorithms,Experimentation

Keywords
event extraction, information extraction, news mining, border security, open source intelligence

1.

INTRODUCTION

After a thorough analysis of the 9/11 incidents it has been
acknowledged that significant amount of information of the
threat posed by terrorist activities was publicly available.
This observation stimulated development and deployment of
tools for mining open sources for gathering intelligence for
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security purposes. In particular, the rapid growth of information published on the Internet in the last decade led to an
emergence of advanced software tools which allow analysts
to cope with this overflow of information. Most open-source
information on the Web is in the form of free text. Therefore a vast bulk of research was focused on advancing the
technologies for automatic content extraction from naturallanguage text.
This paper gives an overview of an effort to construct
tools for Frontex—the European Agency for the Management of Operational Cooperation at the External Borders
of the Member States of the European Union—to facilitate
automating the process of extracting structured and valuable knowledge from on-line news articles. The target topic
is border-security related events at the EU external borders
and in related third countries, with a particular focus on
incidents and developments relevant in the context of illegal migration. The need for strengthening the capabilities
for tracking the security situation in the source and target countries for illegal immigration into the EU has been
identified and acknowledged by the European Commission
(EC). Specifically, the Commission Communication COM
(2008) 681 proposes the creation of an Integrated European
Border Surveillance System (EUROSUR), where step 6 of
Policy Option 1 suggests development and deployment of
new tools for strategic information to be gathered by Frontex from various sources in order to recognize patterns and
analyze trends, supporting the detection of migration routes
and the prediction of risks for Common Pre-frontier Intelligence Picture (CPIP).
The border-security related events we are interested in2
are divided into three main groups: (a) illegal migration incidents, (illegal entry attempts, refusal of entry, uncontrolled
exit, illegal stay, etc.), (b) cross-border criminal activities,
e.g., human trafficking (forced labour, sex, slavery), smuggling (excise goods, drugs, radioactive substances, etc.), and
(c) crisis events, e.g., terrorist attacks, kidnappings, explo1
‘Examining the creation of EUROSUR’, URL: http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2008:
0068:FIN:EN:PDF.
2
Not all of the event types mentioned in this paper are
within the scope of EUROSUR.

sions, inland arrests in third countries, displacements, armed
conflicts, man-made and natural disasters, outbreaks of infectious diseases, etc. An example of structured information
extracted from a news article on an illegal immigration incident is given in Figure 1.
‘. . . Moroccan Coast Guard intercepts boat with 73 illegal
migrants near Nador on 8 May 2009. Two persons were
injured. No deaths were reported . . . . ’
⇓
2
3
TYPE
illegal immigration
6SUBTYPE
illegal border crossing attempt7
6
7
6TIME
7
8.05.2009
6
7
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6LOCATION
7
6
7
Morocco
6COUNTRY
7
6NUMBER
7
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6
7
6DESCRIPTION illegal migrants
7
6
7
6INJURED
7
2
6
7
6DEATHS
7
0
6
7
4MEANS
5
boat
AUTHORITY
Moroccan Coast Guard

Figure 1: An example of structured information extracted from a news article describing interception
of illegal immigrants in the Mediterranean Sea.
The main motivation behind exploiting open sources for
automatically extracting structured information on the events mentioned is threefold. Firstly, such information might
not be available from other sources or it might be incomplete. Secondly, such information is available from other
sources (Member States or third countries), but there is significant delay before it is available. Finally, open source
information can be used for cross-checking with the information available in-house. In Frontex there are two major
potential application areas of tools that facilitate the process of event extraction from open sources, namely, intelligence gathering for border-security related risk analysis,
which drives the operational work of the agency, and situation monitoring, i.e., providing a constant and short-term
picture of the situation, at the EU-external borders and beyond. Taking into account the two application areas in the
context of developing tools for automated event extraction
from online news, it is crucial to: (a) extract as fine-grained
event descriptions as possible (for intelligence gathering and
risk analysis purposes), (b) be able to extract information
in real or almost real-time (for situational awareness), and
(c) be able to process news articles in many different languages, since a significant fraction of relevant events are only
reported in non-English, local news, with Italian, Spanish,
Greek, French, Turkish, Russian, Portuguese, and Arabic
being the most important ones at the moment.
The research on automated event extraction [2] was pushed
forward by the DARPA-initiated Message Understanding
Conferences3 and by the ACE (Automatic Content Extraction)4 programme. Although, a considerable amount of work
on automatic extraction of events has been reported, it still
appears to be a lesser studied area in comparison to the
somewhat easier information extraction tasks such as named3
MUC - http://www.itl.nist.gov/iaui/894.02/
related/projects/muc
4
ACE - http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/ace

entity and relation extraction. Precision/recall figures oscillating around 60% are considered to be a good result.
Some examples of current capabilities of event extraction
technology deployed in the security domain, with a particular focus on identification of disease outbreaks and conflict incidents, are given in [6], [19] and [8]. The most recent trends and developments in the area of event extraction are reported in [3]. The deployment of event extraction technology in the domain of border security appears to
be new, although it bears some similarity to the previous
work in the domain of epidemic surveillance, e.g., MedISys
and PULS ([14]), HealthMap ([1]), and BioCaster ([5]). In
fact, epidemic surveillance is in part (though not entirely)
subsumed by the security domain, since the spread of epidemics impacts border security as well. The event schema
used in epidemic surveillance is similar to that used in the
border security domain, however, in the latter domain, the
schema is considerably more complex, and requires covering many similar and partly overlapping event types, which
complicates the text analysis significantly. Some other work
similar to ours on event extraction from online news have
been reported in [9] and [18].
The rest of this article is organised as follows. In Section 2
the core event extraction processing chain is presented. Section 3 addresses the specifics of the domain of illegal migration and related cross-border crime. Next, in Section 4 event
moderation and visualisation aspects are described. Finally,
we end with some conclusions in Section 5.

2.

REAL-TIME EVENT EXTRACTION

This section briefly describes the real-time event extraction processing chain. First, news articles are gathered by a
dedicated software platform for electronic media monitoring,
the Europe Media Monitor (EMM)5 developed at the Joint
Research Centre of the European Commission (JRC) [4].
EMM currently retrieves 100,000 news articles per day from
2,000 news sources in 42 languages. Articles are classified according to about 700 categories and then scanned to identify
known entities. Information about entity mentions is added
as meta-data for each article. The news articles (harvested
in a 4-hour time window) are grouped into clusters according to content similarity. Then each cluster is geo-located,
and clusters describing events relevant for the border security domain are selected using keyword-based heuristics.
These clusters constitute a small portion (between 1-2% on
average) of the stream retrieved by EMM. The clustering
process is performed every 10 minutes.
Next, two event extraction systems are applied on the
stream of news articles, namely, NEXUS, developed at JRC,
and PULS developed by the University of Helsinki. NEXUS
follows a cluster-centric approach, which makes it more suitable for extracting information from the entire cluster of
topically-related articles, whereas PULS performs a more
thorough analysis of the full text of each news article, which
allows us to handle events for which not much information
has been reported. The deployment of the two event extraction systems was not only designed to obtain richer coverage, but also motivated by the fact that at present they
are tuned to detect sets of event types that are not entirely
overlapping. The remaining part of this section describes
the specifics of NEXUS and PULS.
5
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2.1

NEXUS

The first extraction system, NEXUS, follows a clustercentric approach [16, 13]. Each cluster (of topically related
articles) is processed by an event extraction engine, which
performs shallow linguistic analysis and applies a simple cascade of finite-state extraction grammars on each article in
the cluster. For efficiency reasons the grammars are encoded
and processed with ExPRESS, a highly efficient finite-state
based extraction pattern matching engine [11]. Patterns in
ExPRESS are regular expression over flat feature structures.
The system processes only the top sentence and the title of
each article for the following reasons: (a) news articles are
written in the “inverted-pyramid” style, i.e., the most important parts of the story are placed in the beginning of the
article and the least important facts are left toward the end;
(b) processing the entire text might involve handling more
complex language phenomena, which is hard and requires
knowledge-intensive processing; (c) if some crucial information has not been captured from one article in the cluster, it
might be extracted from other articles in the same cluster.
Since the information about events is scattered over different articles, the last step consists of cross-article cluster-level
information fusion in order to produce full-fledged event
descriptions, i.e., information extracted locally from each
single article in the same cluster is aggregated and validated. NEXUS detects and extracts only the main event
for each cluster. It is capable of processing news in several
languages, including, i.a., English, Italian, Spanish, French,
Portuguese, and Russian. Due to a linguistically light-weight
approach, NEXUS can be adapted to process texts in a new
language in a relatively short time [21, 17]. In particular,
weakly supervised methods (bootstrapping techniques) are
deployed for facilitating the process of creating languagespecific resources, i.e., domain-specific lexica [17] and extraction patterns [15].
Although the NEXUS architecture is language-independent, the system is quite flexible regarding the grammar design approach that it can implement. In fact, while surface pattern-based grammars proved to be largely effective
for English language, they turned out to perform significantly worse for Romance languages, due to a number of
phenomena within this language family. For instance, eventdescribing verb phrases appear to be structurally more complex, with crucial event information being conveyed by productive prepositional phrases rather than via the lexical head
of the verb phrase—as in English—as is evident in the following example from an Italian article:
‘tg5 Saturday, February 02, 2007 08:19:00 AM
CEST Due donne italiane sono state barbaramente uccise a colpi di pietra sull’isola di
Sal, . . .
[Two italian women were ruthlessy stoned
to death on Sal island . . . ]
Moreover, in the compressed style of news, phrases are
often nested rather than linearly segregated, like in the following excerpt from a Spanish article, where the locative
prepositional phrase (PP), which is part of the Verb phrase
”localizada”, is linearly nested within and splits the subject
NP phrase:
Localizada[una patera [en CadizP P ] con cuatro sin papeles muertosN P ]
[Detected a boat in Cadiz with four dead clandestines]

Figure 2: Comparison of the extraction accuracy
for Italian for ‘Dead ’, ‘Injured ’, and ‘Arrested ’ roles
with the baseline system (BL) and linguistically rich
grammar (LR). P, R stand for precision and recall.
Dead
P
R

BL
0.82
0.48

LR
0.91
0.84

Injured
BL
LR
0.66
0.77
0.15
0.53

Arrested
BL
LR
0.83
0.70
0.55
0.66

All these phenomena, which are potentially hard-to-tackle
for surface form-based approaches, are partially coped with
by modeling extraction patterns and noun phrases via rules
referencing more abstract morphological information and by
factorizing them into their component parts.
Up to now NEXUS has been mainly deployed for detecting violent events and man-made/natural disasters. Some
evaluations of its performance in this particular domain has
been carried out. For instance, in an experiment on processing 368 English-language news clusters from 24 January
2008, NEXUS achieved 93% coverage and 81% precision regarding the task of detecting violent and man-made/natural
disaster events. With respect to ‘dead ’ and ‘injured ’ slots,
an accuracy of 80% and 93% could be achieved, resp. Similar
evaluations for other language-specific instances of NEXUS
have been carried out. For example, the evaluation for Italian on 213 clusters of news articles gathered during 4 consecutive days in July 2008 yielded the precision/recall figures presented in Figure 2. Here, two instances of the event
extraction system were compared, a baseline version using
analogous resources as for the English system (low linguistic abstraction and phrase decomposition), and an advanced
one relying on more abstract rules along the lines sketched
above [21]. As can be observed, deploying more abstract
patterns improves recall, and similar behaviour was found
in some experiments on Spanish and Portuguese.
For further details on NEXUS see [16, 13, 21, 12].

2.2

PULS

The second system, PULS6 , uses a full-document approach,
described in, e.g., [7, 20]. This extraction component exploits a similar pattern-based technology to analyze the news
articles. It first analyses one document at a time, to fill
as many event templates as possible for each given document, and then attempts to unify the extracted events into
“groups” in a subsequent phase, across different articles. The
document-local analysis covers the entire text of each article, which aims to obtain not only the current information,
but possibly links to background information—typically reported further down in the article—as well. PULS currently
performs processing in English and French, with plans to
extend to additional languages in the near future.
PULS has been customized for a range of topics/domains,
including business-related topics, such as corporate appointments and acquisitions, and the domain of epidemic surveillance, in collaboration with JRC’s MedISys.
At present, we have no quantitative evaluation of the system on the domain of illegal migration and related crossborder crime detection. We expect performance to be comparable to the performance observed on other domains to
6
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which PULS has been customized to date, for example, in
the domain of epidemic surveillance. We give some indication of the expected levels of performance.
PULS continually undergoes several types of evaluation,
ranging from the formal MUC/ACE-style evaluations, which
measure performance on every slot in the template, to more
coarse-grained evaluations, which focus on extracting a certain subset of “key” slots. The performance, measured on
a training corpus of 100 documents, ranges from 65-70%
recall and 75-80% precision. The false-negative rate, measured on a corpus of 200 documents selected as candidates by
MedISys using keyword-based matching, was approximately
15%. Results from PULS’s evaluation on other domains can
be found in [14].

3.

DOMAIN SPECIFICS

There are two specific issues worth mentioning in the context of extracting information on illegal immigration and
related cross-border crime events:
• information about the target events is often only implicit in text—in contrast with more traditional IE domains;
• such events are often reported locally, i.e., in local
news, in one or two languages only;
While extraction of violent events mostly comes down to
modelling the mapping from some predicates (e.g. KILL,
KIDNAP, ARREST) to linguistic constructions that express
them, here the target event types have high-level definitions,
so that they are not explicitly encoded in language. Frequently, they have to be inferred from: (a) other event types
typically co-occurring with them, (b) various semantic features of these events’ participants.
In the following samples, the qualification as ‘immigrants’
of the Agent role filler of a generic motion event and an
humanitarian ‘rescue’ event seem to be sufficient to trigger
an ‘Illegal Entry Attempt’ and ‘Interception’ event, resp.:
‘Siete pateras con 100 inmigrantes a bordo llegan a Almeria durante el fin de semana ’ [Seven
boats with 100 immigrants on board arrived in
Almeria during the weekend]
‘Rescatan una patera con 16 inmigrantes en
Almeria, la sexta en 24 horas. . . . ’ [A boat with
16 immigrants is rescued in Almeria, the sixth in
24 hours]
This means that system designers need to model knowledge-based inferences (see [10]) which are revealed by empirical analysis of appropriate news corpora, although it
turns out that these inferences stay mostly valid across languages. Moreover, it requires the system to output richer
frame structures, allowing at least for secondary event information.
As an example, from the sample Spanish article below
the system should extract both a victim count information
and a Illegal Entry Attempt event involving ‘entre 30 y 40
personas’ (between 30 and 40 persons).
‘Localizada una patera en Cadiz con cuatro
sin papeles muertos. Efectivos de la Guardia Civil
han localizado hoy una patera encallada a la derecha
del Cabo de Trafalgar, en la provincia de Cadiz,
en la que se cree que podrian viajar entre 30 y
40 personas’ [A boat with four dead clandestine
was detected in Cadiz]

Extracting information on the same event from news in
different languages potentially provides the opportunity to
improve the overall coverage via deploying cross-lingual information fusion techniques. Table 1 gives a comprehensive example of event descriptions extracted by the different language-specific instances of NEXUS from news articles reporting on an arrival of illegal immigrants to Italy on
a boat (e.g., the English article starts with: ‘Boat with 200
refugees arrives in Italy: . . . Roughly 200 hundred refugees
from Africa have arrived in Sicily, after traveling across the
Mediterranean by boat. . . . ’ ). The column labelled with
fused represents the result of cross-lingual information fusion, whereas the column labelled with correct includes the
correct slot values for this particular event. Interestingly, in
general, the information extracted from English news is most
accurate, but the only languages where accurate victims
counts were reported were Spanish and Portuguese (even
though the event occurred off the coast of Italy).
Although this example shows that cross-lingual information fusion might be beneficial for improving the precision,
in the illegal migration domain, the vast majority of events
are reported only in one or two languages, and in local news
only. Furthermore, our empirical observations revealed that
in most cases (due to low number of articles), relevant information (e.g., description of the illegal immigrants) is neither
reported in the title nor first sentence of any article available.
Therefore, some important bits of information might only
be captured by PULS at the moment. The aforementioned
observation resulted in some experiments on paremetrising
NEXUS system regarding the number of sentences which are
processed in each article.

4.

EVENT MODERATION
AND VISUALISATION

An important stepping stone on the way from automated
event extraction towards a CPIP is event moderation. Event
moderation is the process of inserting and integrating automatically generated information that is subsequently verified
by human experts (correcting slot values and adding missing
information) into a validated repository. The moderation
system can be extended by including modules for remote
field reporting. This paves the way to actively supporting
other information sources necessary for the creation of CPIP
by dynamically linking information to other sources of intelligence, e.g., HUMINT, SIGINT, and IMINT. The moderation system facilitates this linking but does not necessarily
represent how all this information should be conveyed to
decision makers in an appropriate fashion.
Within our project work is ongoing on the realization of a
Web-based event moderation tool. An example screen-shot
taken from this tool is shown in Figure 5. The workspace is
divided into three main areas. An upper area consisting of a
toolbar, query, filter and command controls. These controls
allow the user to frame the period over events will be collected from the moderated event repository and various live
automated event extraction systems, in our system one interface interacts with multiple back end systems. The filter
controls facilitate the fast viewing of events that have certain slot values by hiding non relevant events from the user
interface. The command controls allow the user to perform
high-level editing actions into the repository as well as activating in-line translation of texts values. The large left area

Table 1: Cross-lingual information fusion
Slot

EN

FR

IT

ES

PT

fused

correct

LOCATION

Pozzallo

cap Passero

Pozzallo

-

Cabo Pas

Capo Passerro

Capo Passerro

COUNTRY

Italy

Italie

Italia

Italia

Italia

Italy

Italy

NUMBER OF
INTERCEPTED

200

200

200

199

199

200

199

INTERCEPTED
DESCRIPTION

refugees

immigrés

immigrati

imigrantes

-

immigrants

Eritrean immigrants

MEANS

boat

embarcation

barca

embarcacion

embarcacao

boat

boat

SIZE

15 meter-long

15 metres

-

-

-

15 meters

15 meters

AUTHORITY

Coast Guard

-

Guardia di Finanza
al largo della Sicilia

policia
italiana

autoridades
italianas

-

coast
guards

shows the list of events that result from the query entered
into the query control. Events are colored such that raw
unmoderated live events are red, moderated events appear
in green and unclustered events are in blue.
The main right panel shows the selected event detail. Multiple selected events appear as tabs above this area so content can be compared. This area allows the slot vales to be
edited and helps by showing the news articles that were the
source for the event. In this particular view a live Google
Translate7 has been applied to transform the selected event
(from Italian) into English (note that the slot values do not
get translated since they are moderated). A main feature of
this moderation system is the possibility to indicate grouping of same events from the different languages that the
system works with. This is recorded in the repository and
will provide a basis for our work on cross-lingual information
fusion.
One area where progress has been made is in the use of
Open Standards (like KML from the OGC) to convey this
information with it’s geo-spatial context. At present, in the
real-time event extraction system, KML is generated (every 10 minutes) in order to allow real time event visualization (which is important for the creation of the short-term
situational picture)8 . In addition to the static ‘click to explore’ approach such standards permit the generation of automated ‘fly overs’ that can be played. Within this context,
we have also developed an icon ‘policy’ such that the whole
information visualization picture is coherent across not only
border events but the much larger generalized event visualization domain, see Figure 3 showing some examples of
various icon types.
The picture in Fig 4 shows an example of event visualization from Google Earth with links back to information
sources: from the automatically generated event to news
articles that generated it (OSINT), links to aerial images
(IMINT), additional information from field reporting tools
(HUMINT), and OTHER sources like linking to Law Enforcement/Naval web sites.

5.
7

STAY

ENTRY

Illegal border
crossing (exit)

Illegal stay

Illegal border
crossing (entry)

Facilitator
interception

Human
trafficking

Smuggling
drugs

Smuggling
goods

Smuggling
arms

Smuggling
waste

Smuggling
CBRN

Armed
conflict

Law
infringement

Maritime
accident

Airborne
accident

Explosion

Oil polution

Earthquake

Floods

Tropical
storm

Avalanche

Biohazard

Wildfire

Landslide

Radiation

Figure 3: Various icon types used for visualisation:
(a) illegal immigration incidents (first row), (b) related cross-border crimes and violent events (second
and third row), (c) man-made disasters (inverted
triangles), and (d) natural disasters (triangles).

CONCLUSIONS

http://translate.google.com
A limited subset of the event descriptions automatically
extracted
is
publicly
accessible
by
starting
Google
Earth
application
with
KML:
http://press.jrc.it/geo?type=event&format=kml&language
=en. For other languages change the value of the language
attribute.
8

EXIT

We report on the development of tools based on leadingedge information extraction technologies for automatically
capturing structured knowledge on border security-related
events from online news. The main challenge here is to minimize information overload without overlooking weak, but
potentially important, signals. Clearly, where frontiers are

concerned tackling multilinguality is paramount. We believe
that a combination of different approaches to information
extraction, as presented in this paper, will significantly facilitate the process of border security intelligence gathering.
Once information is captured we have shown possibilities for
its organisation and visualisation as well as the necessary
tools and standards that are required in order to support
the needs for a fully operational CPIP.
Since the reported endeavor is in an early phase, quantitative evaluations are not yet available. Some of the crucial
challenges to be addressed include automated detection of
duplicate events, location of event boundaries and linking
of event sequences. Further, in order to provide more accurate slot values of automatically generated event templates,
we are evaluating the usefulness of cross-lingual information
fusion. For the moment, only 6 languages are covered, including English, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, and
French. Turkish, Ukrainian, Arabic and Greek constitute
the most relevant languages not yet covered, which will be
tackled in the future. Finally, we closely collaborate with
end-user community in Frontex in order to monitor the features and usability of the tools as they develop. We plan to
get additional feedback from the Border Guard community
in the EU via organising dedicated OSINT workshops.
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Figure 4: Event visualisation with links to source information.

Figure 5: Event moderation tool showing moderated (green) and non moderated (red) events.

